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NCEA Level 3 Chemistry material covered in this chapter helps to meet the requirements 
for Achievement Standard 91387 (Chemistry 3.1) ‘Carry out an investigation in chemistry 
involving quantitative analysis’, through examining the following.
• Developing a purpose to explore a possible trend or pattern.
• Developing and carrying out a procedure to collect data for the investigation.
• Processing quantitative experimental data.
• Interpreting the results to reach a conclusion.
• Presenting a report on the investigation.

Planning an investigation 
The practical chemistry investigation at NCEA Level 3 involves investigating variations 
in the amount of a chemical substance in some context within which there may be a 
possible trend or pattern in the amount present.  The investigation must be appropriate to 
Level 8 of Chemistry in the New Zealand Curriculum. The investigation will involve:
• keeping a logbook, throughout the investigation, containing details of the 

development of the procedure, raw data and calculations on that data to identify a 
possible trend or pattern in the amount of a substance

• developing a purpose for the investigation
• developing and carrying out an appropriate 

analytical procedure to collect data on a 
positive trend or pattern in the amount of a 
substance

• background research about the possible trend 
or pattern in the amount of substance being 
investigated and/or the method used

• preparing solutions and standardising these 
where necessary

• collecting quantitative experimental data
• processing that data
• interpreting results to reach a conclusion based on the processed data and relevant to 

the purpose
• presenting a report.
Enough time for the investigation must be allowed for satisfactory results to be obtained. 

 Quantitative analysis

 CHAPTER

1
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NCEA Level 3 Chemistry material covered in this chapter helps to meet the requirements 
for Achievement Standard 91389 (Chemistry 3.3) ‘Demonstrate understanding of chemical 
processes in the world around us’, through examining the following:
• chemistry as the central science
• chemical language and symbols
• chemical processes
• consequences and issues
• presenting an account of a chemical process.

 Introduction
Chemistry is often defi ned as ‘the study of matter’, where matter is described as the stuff 
from which everything is made, i.e. anything that has mass and occupies space. Chemists 
are interested in the properties of materials which they explain using their understanding 
of the sub-microscopic particles (atoms, ions and molecules) from which the materials are 
made. This can lead to the development of new materials or processes, some of which 
provide new solutions to the problems of health, water, energy and food that face today’s 
global society.

Examples: The study of matter

•  Understanding the nature and reactions 
of carbon dioxide and methane can lead 
to new ways of controlling the amount of 
these ‘greenhouse gases’ present in the 
atmosphere.

•  Chemists are at the forefront of developing 
new drugs to target cancer tumours without 
harming healthy cells in the body. 

•  Chemists are also involved in developing 
new compounds that will help provide 
clean water to poor rural communities.

Chemists sometimes refer to chemistry as the ‘central’ science. This is because many real 
problems facing the world today require chemists to work together with scientists from 
other disciplines.

 Chemical processes in the world around us

CHAPTER
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Examples: The ‘central’ science

•  In the development of new drugs, chemists need to work with biologists who 
understand the chemical processes in biological systems and pharmacologists who 
understand the interactions of drugs with biological systems.

•  In the development of new polymers that can capture light and use it to generate 
electricity, chemists work together with material scientists, physicists and engineers 
to develop systems that can use these polymers in solar cells.

Communicating using the language and symbols of 
chemistry
One of the ‘big ideas’ of chemistry is that all matter is made of particles (atoms, ions 
or molecules). The properties of any material are determined by the identity, shape and 
nature of the particles of which it is made. Since these particles cannot be seen (the radius 
of an atom is of the order of 10 nanometres or 10–8 m), models or pictures of the particles 
are determined from evidence collected from a range of different sources.

Our early understanding of the nuclear atom (an atom with a nucleus at its centre) was 
based on a series of experiments carried out by Ernest Rutherford, not on his being able to 
view the atom itself. As chemists increase their knowledge about the nature and structure 
of atoms, ions and molecules, they are better able to explain many of the changes that are 
observed in the world around us.

Chemists use symbols and formulae to represent the composition of different substances. 
Equations and formulae are more than just a shorthand way of representing the composition 
of a compound. They provide information about the ratio of atoms in a compound, the 
relative amount of reactants and products used or formed in a reaction, and the changes 
to the particles that are occurring during a chemical reaction. Any discussion of chemical 
processes and the chemicals involved should, where possible, be supported by the relevant 
formulae and equations. It might also be useful to include labelled diagrams.

When explaining chemical phenomena, it is important to link observed changes that 
occur in the laboratory, factory or in the natural world (e.g. in the environment or in 
biological systems) to both the particles that are involved in the reactions and to the 
chemical principles or processes that are involved in the systems under study. Examples of 
chemical principles and processes include chemical equilibria, acids and bases, oxidation 
and reduction, and organic reactions such as substitution, addition and elimination. It 
would also be expected that a chemical explanation will include appropriate symbols, 
formulae and equations.

Good communication in chemistry distinguishes carefully between the particulate level 
and the observable or macroscopic level. For example, in an electrolytic process to 
extract aluminium from bauxite, the aluminium ions accept electrons and aluminium 
atoms are formed.

Chemical processes
For Achievement Standard 91389 (Chemistry 3.3), you are required to give an account of 
the chemical processes occurring in the natural world or those developed in response to 
an issue or need.
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 Bonding and intermolecular forces

CHAPTER

8
NCEA Level 3 Chemistry material covered in this chapter helps to meet the requirements 
for Achievement Standard 91390 (Chemistry 3.4) ‘Demonstrate understanding of 
thermochemical principles and the properties of particles and substances’, through 
examining the following.
• Attractive forces between atoms and ions (covalent bonds and ionic bonds).
•  Intermolecular attraction due to temporary and permanent dipoles, including 

hydrogen bonding.
• Factors affecting the relative strengths of intermolecular forces.
• Evidence for differences in the relative strengths of intermolecular forces. 

Bonding
Most substances consist of elements or compounds in which atoms are bound strongly to 
other atoms by a chemical bond. This bond is an electrostatic force of attraction between 
negatively and positively charged species.

The size of the electrostatic forces is proportional to the size of the charges on the 
particles involved and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. 
This can be represented as:

F ∝
q1 × q2

d2
, where q1 and q2 are the charges on the particles 

and d is the distance between them

Energy is released when chemical bonds form, i.e. the process is exothermic. When two 
atoms are bonded, the energy of the system is lower than the energy of the individual atoms.

There are three types of chemical bonds.
• In a covalent bond, the electrons are shared between the nuclei of each bonding 

atom. Covalent bonds usually form between the atoms of non-metals.
• The ionic bond is the attractive force between oppositely charged 

ions. The lattice structure of ionic solids means that each ion in 
the lattice will be attracted to all the surrounding ions of opposite 
charge.

• Metallic substances contain only metal atoms joined by metallic 
bonds. The metallic bond is the force of attraction between all the valence electrons 
and the metal cations (formed when the valence electrons move away from the atom) 
in the lattice.

Ionic bonds are not
between atoms.
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Predicting the type of bonding

The type of bond formed between different atoms 
can largely be predicted on the basis of the 
electronegativity difference between the atoms.

When the electronegativities are all low, the 
bonding will be metallic. When there are different 
atoms of low electronegativity, an alloy will be 
formed – e.g. brass is an alloy of copper and zinc; 
nitinol, a memory metal, is an alloy of nickel and 
titanium.

French horn – a brass instrument

When the electronegativities of both elements are high, a covalent bond will form. When 
there is a difference in electronegativity between the bonded atoms, one atom will attract 
the bonded electrons more than the other, i.e. the covalent bond becomes polar. This means 
that the bond takes on some ionic character. As the electronegativity difference between 
the bonded atoms increases, so does the ionic character of the bond. In reality, there are 
few bonds that have pure ionic or pure covalent character. Electronegativity difference is 
not always found to be a good predictor of bond type. The following triangle uses both the 
average electronegativity of the bonded atoms as well as their electronegativity difference to 
show the nature of the bonding in a range of diatomic compounds.
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 Alcohols

CHAPTER
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NCEA Level 3 Chemistry material covered in this chapter helps to meet the requirements 
for Achievement Standard 91391 (Chemistry 3.5) ‘Demonstrate understanding of the 
properties of organic compounds’, through examining the following.
• Structure of enantiomers (stereoisomers).
• Oxidation reactions (reagents limited to MnO4

–/H+ and Cr2O7
2–/H+).

• Elimination reactions (reagent limited to concentrated H2SO4).
•  Substitution reactions (reagents limited to concentrated HCl and HBr, SOCl2).

Introduction
The alcohols are a homologous series with the hydroxyl functional group, –OH, being 
attached to one of the carbon atoms. 

The IUPAC name for alcohol is alkanol, but alcohol is so widely accepted that it will be 
used throughout this book. 

The general formula for saturated alcohols is CnH2n+1OH.

Alcohols can also be written R–OH where R represents an alkyl group, e.g. CH3–, 
CH3CH2–, CH3CH2CH2–, etc.

Because the position of the alcohol group can vary, alcohols with three or more carbon 
atoms all form structural isomers.

Names and structures
Straight-chain alcohols are named:

• by replacing the fi nal e in the corresponding alkane with the suffi x ol, giving alkanol
• so that the position of the –OH group is given the lowest number, e.g. propan-1-ol 

rather than propan-3-ol.
Branched-chain alcohols are named so that:

• the parent chain always contains the –OH group
• the position of the hydroxyl group determines the numbering of any alkyl groups
• the prefi xes di and tri are used as required to indicate more than one hydroxyl 

or alkyl group.
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Example: butan-1-ol

butan-1-ol has four carbon atoms and an OH (hydroxyl) group on C1

 H H H H

H  C4  C3  C2  C1  OH

 H H H H

or CH3CH2CH2CH2OH
4 3 2 1

Example: Name CH3CH(CH3)CH2CH2OH

•  Chain of carbon atoms that contains –OH group is four carbon atoms long, hence 
butan

 H H H H

H  C  C  C  C  OH

 H CH3 H H

•  -ol identifi es an alcohol, and the 1 the position of the hydroxyl group on an end 
carbon, hence butan-1-ol

 H H H H

H  C4  C3  C2  C1  OH

 H CH3 H H

• methyl side chain attached to CH (3rd) carbon atom, hence 3-methylbutan-1-ol

 H H H H

H  C4  C3  C2  C1  OH

 H CH3 H H

The name of CH3CH(CH3)CH2CH2OH is 3-methylbutan-1-ol.

 Activity 12A: Names and structures of alcohols Ans p. 351

1. Give the:
 a. molecular and structural formulae for propan-1-ol
 b. structural formula for 3-methylbutan-2-ol
 c. structural formula for 2-methylpropan-2-ol
 d. molecular and structural formulae for propan-1,2,3-triol
2. Identify which two of the following alcohols are isomers of each other:
 A propan-1-ol    B butan-2-ol
 C 2-methylpropan-2-ol  D 3-methylpentan-3-ol

Properties
Intermolecular bonding in alcohols results from:

• strong hydrogen bonds which form between the polar hydroxyl (–OH) groups of 
neighbouring alcohol molecules

• weak forces between neighbouring molecules due to the attraction between 
permanent dipoles (polar molecules) and also the attraction between instantaneous 
dipoles (all molecules).
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 Equilibrium
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NCEA Level 3 Chemistry material covered in this chapter helps to meet the requirements 
for Achievement Standard 91392 (Chemistry 3.6) ‘Demonstrate understanding of 
equilibrium principles in aqueous systems’, through examining the following.
• Reaction quotient and equilibrium constant expressions.
• Factors affecting equilibrium position.
• The signifi cance of the magnitude of the equilibrium constant expression.

Reaction quotient and equilibrium constant
Consider the chemical reaction:

 A  +  B   $   C  +  D

When the reaction fi rst begins, there are only the reactants A and B (100% A + B) present, 
and no products (0% C + D).

Initially, the only reaction is:

 A  +  B   $   C  +  D

In many chemical reactions, as the products C and D form, they start reacting to replace 
some of the A and B which have reacted:

 C  +  D   $   A  +  B

These two competing reactions can be summarised by using two double-headed arrows to 
indicate the reactions are reversible:

 A  +  B   E   C    +    D

For the reversible reaction above:

• the reaction A + B  $  C + D is called the forward reaction
• the reaction C + D  $  A + B is called the back reaction
• the concentrations of the reactants A and B are written as [A] and [B] and have the 

units mol L–1

• similarly, the concentrations of the products C and D are written as [C] and [D].
The reaction quotient, Q, is an algebraic expression relating the concentrations of 
products and reactants at any time during a chemical reaction.

The reaction quotient, Q, is defi ned as:

 Q = 
[C] [ D]

[A] [ B]

×

×
 i.e. Q = 

[products]

[reactants]
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The mole ratio of reactants and products in an equation must also be taken into account 
when defi ning Q. For example, in the equation:

 aA  +  bB   E   cC  +  dD

where a, b, c and d represent the mole ratios of the reactants and products:

 Q = 
[C]c × [D]d

[A]a × [B]b

When the rates of the forward and back reactions are equal, the concentrations of the 
reactants (i.e. [A] and [B]) and the products (i.e. [C] and [D]) become constant. The 
reaction is said to be at dynamic equilibrium because:

• both reactions are continuing (dynamic)
• the concentrations of reactants and products remain constant (equilibrium).
A dynamic equilibrium is represented by two half-arrows:

 aA  +  bB   ?   cC    +    dD 

The equilibrium constant, Kc, for the reaction above is defi ned as:

 Kc = [C]c × [D]d

[A]a × [B]b
 using concentrations at equilibrium.

It can be seen that Kc is the special case of Q when a reaction is at equilibrium. Thus, at 
any given temperature:

• Q varies with concentration
• Kc is constant.
The change in the concentration of reactants and products during the reaction can be 
represented on a reaction graph.

Reaction graph showing the relationship between reactants 
and products for a reaction coming to equilibrium

100%

0%
start
(Q = 0)

equilibrium
established

Time

products C + D 

reactants A + B 

Concentration

Q < Kc Q = Kc

For the preceding graph:

•  the total concentration of products is greater than that of reactants after equilibrium 
has been established

•  the forward reaction is dominant (because less of A and B compared with C and D 
remain at equilibrium).
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 Oxidation-reduction 
(redox) reactions 

CHAPTER

24
NCEA Level 3 Chemistry material covered in this chapter helps to meet the requirements 
for Achievement Standard 91393 (Chemistry 3.7) ‘Demonstrate understanding of 
oxidation-reduction processes’, through examining the following.
•  Ability to link observations to species involved in oxidation-reduction reactions.
•  Application of oxidation-reduction principles to systems that may be unfamiliar but 

where appropriate information relating to the oxidant and reductant is provided.
• Determining oxidation numbers.
• Balancing redox equations.

Introduction
Oxidation-reduction or redox reactions involve the transfer of electrons from one 
reactant to another.

• Oxidation is the loss of electrons.
• Reduction is the gain of electrons.
• The reactant that is oxidised is called the reductant or reducing agent.
• The reactant that is reduced is called the oxidant or oxidising agent.
Changes in oxidation numbers are often used to identify which elements are oxidised, 
which are reduced, and which are unchanged during a redox reaction.

Oxidation numbers (states)
Oxidation numbers (ON) are positive or negative numbers that show the ‘degree’ to 
which an element has been oxidised or reduced. To avoid confusion with the charge on 
the ion (written as M+, X3−, etc.), oxidation numbers are written with the sign before the 
whole number, e.g. +1 or −3.

The oxidation number of an element in a polyatomic ion and the charge on the polyatomic 
ion are not equal. For example, a permanganate ion, MnO4

−, has a charge of −1, but the 
oxidation number of the manganese is +7 and of the oxygen is −2.

Rules for assigning oxidation numbers
Oxidation numbers are assigned by a set of rules: 
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Rules Examples

1.  When atoms exist as elements, they 
have an oxidation number of zero 

Na, Cl2, Ne, C and H2 all have an oxidation 
number of zero

2.  The oxidation number of a 
monatomic (one atom) ion is the 
same as the charge on the ion

Cu2+ has an oxidation number +2*, Cl– has 
oxidation number –1

3.  Hydrogen in compounds has an 
oxidation number of +1, except in 
metal hydrides where it is –1

Hydrogen in H2O, CH4 and NH3 has an 
oxidation number +1; in NaH, a metal 
hydride, the oxidation number of hydrogen 
is –1

4.  Oxygen in compounds has an 
oxidation number of –2, except in 
hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, where its 
oxidation number is –1

Oxygen in MgO, H2SO4, H2O and KMnO4 
has an oxidation number –2; in hydrogen 
peroxide, H2O2, the oxidation number of 
oxygen is –1

5.  For polyatomic ions (ions containing 
more than one atom), the sum of 
the oxidation numbers of the atoms 
equals the charge of the ion

For NH4
+,  the sum of the oxidation numbers 

is +1; for SO4
2–, the sum of the oxidation 

numbers of the atoms is –2

6.  The sum of the oxidation numbers of 
the atoms in a molecule is zero

The sum of the oxidation numbers for the 
atoms in H2SO4, C4H10 and H2O is zero

* Note:  It is important to use the ‘+’ sign when writing positive ONs; use ‘+1’ not ‘1’, 
‘+2’ not ‘2’, etc.

Example: Oxidation number of S in H2SO4

The sum of oxidation numbers (ON) is zero since H2SO4 is a molecule, i.e.
2 × ON(H) + ON(S) + 4 × ON(O) = 0
Since ON(H) = +1 and ON(O) = –2
2 × (+1) + ON(S) + 4 × (–2) = 0
and ON(S) = +6

To determine oxidation numbers in ionic solids, fi rst identify the positive and negative 
ions in the compound. Note: Group 1 ions always have ON = +1, and group 2 ions 
always have ON = +2.

Example: Oxidation number of Mn in KMnO4

In KMnO4, the ions are K+ and MnO4
−

Since ON(Mn) + 4 × ON(O) = −1 and ON(O) = –2
ON(Mn) = −1 − 4 × (−2) = +7

In a compound or polyatomic ion, two atoms of the same element may have different 
oxidation numbers. This means the average value calculated for the oxidation number of 
that element may not be a whole number. 
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 ANSWERS
AND EXPLANATIONS

 Achievement Standard 91387 (Chemistry 3.1)
 Carry out an investigation in chemistry involving quantitative analysis

 Activity 1A: Titration calculations (page 11)
1. a. 5.625 × 10–4 mol  b. 2.813 × 10–3 mol  c. (0.1406) 0.141 mol L–1

 d. Colourless to pink. 
2. 0.0703 mol L–1

3. a. 0.528 g    b. 1.16% 

4. Vaverage(S2O3
2–) = (24.55 + 24.65 + 24.60)

3
 = 24.6 mL

n(S2O3
2–) = 0.102 mol L–1 × 0.0246 L = 2.51 × 10–3 mol

n(Cu2+) in 25 mL = n(S2O3
2–) = 2.51 × 10–3 mol

n(Cu2+) in 250 mL = 2.51 × 10–2 mol = n(Cu) in brass
m(Cu) = 2.51 × 10–2 mol × 63.6 g mol–1 = 1.60 g

 %Cu = 74.2% 

While answers to each step are given to 3 s.f., the fi nal answer was obtained by 
carrying all signifi cant fi gures on the calculator.

5. From the titration data, the average titre volume (using only concordant data) is 16.69 mL
  n(S2O3

2–) = 0.04562 mol L–1 × 0.01669 L = 7.614 × 10–4 mol
 From the balanced equations: n(I2) = n(OCI–) = 1

2
 × n(S2O3

2–) = 3.807 × 10–4 mol

  This is the amount in 10 mL sample of diluted bleach, so amount in original 20 mL 
 bleach sample is 3.807 × 10–4 × 250 mL

10 mL
 = 9.517 × 10–3 mol

  c(OCI–) = 9.517 × 10–3 mol
0.0200 L

 = 0.4759 mol L–1

 The concentration in g L–1 for NaOCl = 0.4759 mol–1 × M(NaOCl) = 35.45 g L–1
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